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Abstract. This paper reviews the status of lower hybrid current drive (LHCD) simulation and
modeling.  We first discuss modules used for wave propagation, absorption, and current drive with
particular emphasis placed on comparing exact numerical solutions of the Fokker Planck equation
in 2-D with solution methods that employ 1-D and adjoint approaches.  We also survey model
predictions for LHCD in past and present experiments showing detailed comparisons between
simulated and observed current drive efficiencies and hard X-ray profiles.  Finally we discuss
several model predictions for LH current profile control in proposed next step reactor options.

I. INTRODUCTION

Lower hybrid current drive (LHCD) has been the subject of intense theoretical [1],
numerical [2], and experimental [3] investigations over the past twenty years.  LHCD
has been shown to be an effective technique for maintaining steady state plasmas where
the current is sustained solely by non-inductive means and also for localized current
generation in applications involving sawtooth stabilization and shear reversal control.
Furthermore, LHCD is a promising technique for off – axis (r/a ≥ 0.65) current profile
control in reactor grade plasmas.  Lower hybrid waves have the property of damping
efficiently at high parallel (to B) phase velocities (v//)  relative to the electron thermal
speed, where v// ≥ 2.5 vte and vte = (Te / me)

1/2 .  Consequently these waves are well-
suited to driving current in the plasma periphery where the electron temperature is
lower.  Also owing to their relatively high v//, deleterious effects of particle trapping and
parasitic absorption on alpha particles are minimized.   Finally the higher phase velocity
also leads to a higher current drive efficiency [1].

We are thus motivated to review the status of simulation models used for LHCD,
assess their reliability by comparing model predictions with experiment, and finally to
present the predictions of these models for current profile control in future devices
(reactors).  The first part of this paper will review different model treatments of LH
wave propagation, absorption, and current drive.  Emphasis will be placed on three
different approaches to solving the Fokker Planck equation that vary considerably: exact
2-D (p⊥, p//) and 3-D (p⊥, p//, r) numerical solutions, modified 1-D (p//) treatments, and



adjoint methods.  In the second part of this review we compare model predictions with
experimental observations of the LHCD figure of merit, with measurements of hard X-
ray profiles under conditions of varying density and plasma current, and with current
profile modification experiments.  The conundrum of the spectral – gap in LHCD
experiments [4] will be reviewed and possible insights into the gap problem offered by
present day models will be discussed.  In the third part of the review we will present
model predictions for LH current profile control in next step option (NSO) devices such
as the proposed ITER – FEAT [5].  The predictions of exact 2-D, modified 1-D, and
adjoint models will be discussed and reasons for differences in the model predictions
will be given. Finally, recommendations for future work will be given in terms of model
improvements and comparisons with experiment.

II. OVERVIEW OF SIMULATION MODELS FOR LOWER
HYBRID CURRENT DRIVE

Simulation models for LHCD typically consist of combined wave propagation and
Fokker Planck packages that iterate between each other to obtain a self-consistent quasi-
linear electron distribution function [4,6].  This iteration process is necessary to
reproduce the significant distortion or “quasi-linear flattening” that occurs in LHCD
experiments because of the presence of a broad spectrum of LH waves.  The converged
wave absorption and rf current density are then incorporated into time dependent
transport codes which evolve the electron and ion temperature, poloidal field, and MHD
equilibrium based on these LH source terms [7-10].

Wave Propagation, Coupling, and Absorption

The preferred method for treating wave propagation in the LH range of frequencies
is to integrate the ray equations of geometrical optics in toroidal geometry [11-15]:

where (x, k) are respectively the position and wave-number of the LH wave and ε
(x,k,ω) is the local dispersion relation.  This method is particularly useful because 2-D
equilibrium effects [B (r,θ)] on the parallel wave-number (k//) evolution can be
accounted for in a straightforward manner.  Note that in toroidal geometry the poloidal
mode number of the LH wave is not a conserved quantity and can vary considerably
since k// = k•b = [(m/r)Bθ + (n/R)Bφ] / |B|.  The ray tracing approach does neglect full-
wave coherence effects such as focusing and diffraction that have been shown to cause
significant spectral broadening of the injected wave spectrum [16].  Electromagnetic
field solvers in the LH frequency regime are currently being adapted to massively
parallel computing platforms [17] which should make the computation of  full-wave
effects practical in the near future.
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Ray tracing codes are used to reconstruct the quasi-linear diffusion coefficient (Drf)
by tabulating the local wave polarization and group velocity of a “pencil” of rays of
finite cross-section, emitted from a waveguide at the plasma edge [4,6].  The group
velocity relation ΓΓΓΓk = V g Uk  is then used to relate the flux of power through the ray tube
(ΓΓΓΓk) to the electric field strength (|Erf |

2) of the LH wave which is then used to evaluate
Drf from the Kennel – Engelmann form18 of the diffusion coefficient.

Fokker Planck Analysis

Formation of a LH tail is described most generally by a Fokker Planck equation of
the form:

where p⊥ (p//) are respectively the perpendicular (parallel) components of momentum,
Γs is a source of particles at low velocity, E// is the DC electric field, and χF is the fast
electron diffusivity.  Although numerical solution of Eq.(2) is computationally onerous,
a number of widely used codes19-23 have been developed to accomplish this task
including the CQL3D20, BANDIT21, and DELPHINE22 models.  All these codes can
exercise the simplifying option of solving Eq. (2) in the absence of the radial diffusion
operator.  Once fe(p⊥, p//, r) is known, the driven LH current density is straightforward to
compute from:
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Numerical 2-D (p⊥, p//) solutions of Eq. (2) are necessary to capture the complicated
perpendicular velocity space dynamics of LH current drive.19,24,25 In particular these
simulations reveal that a distribution of LH waves at parallel velocities of v1 ≤ v// ≤ v2

can cause significant pitch angle scattering of electrons into the perpendicular direction,
both above and below the region of rf waves.  This results in an electron distribution
function characterized by a large perpendicular temperature where T⊥ / Te >> 1 within,
above, and below the region of waves.  Two-dimensional treatments of Eq. (2) are also
necessary to include other important effects such as momentum conserving corrections
to the background collision operator C(fe, p⊥, p//)

26 and toroidal or particle trapping
effects.27

In order to incorporate combined ray tracing and Fokker Planck modules into closed
transport and MHD equilibrium loops where the modules are called many times, some
LHCD packages4,6,28,29  perform numerically fast 1-D (p//) solutions of Eq. (2).  This is
done by either neglecting the spatial diffusion operator or replacing it with a loss term.
Also fe is assumed to be of the form:
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where T⊥ = T⊥(p//1, p//2, Zeff) is prescribed analytically following the work of Fuchs et
al.25  One Fokker Planck package described in Ref (28) (the “Baranov code”) refines
this approach by retaining the spatial diffusion operator and solving for fe(p//, r) .  This
approach is still computationally fast enough to allow the code to be run in time
dependent transport simulations.  Both the Baranov code28 and the FRTC code29,30

account for 2-D velocity space effects due to pitch angle scattering by changing the
leading coefficient in C(fe, p⊥, p//)  from its 1-D value of (2 + Zeff)/2 to the 2-D result of
(5+Zeff)/10.24,25,28,30  These types of treatments however do not account for effects due
momentum conserving corrections in the collision operator26  and particle trapping.27

A more recent treatment of the Fokker Planck equation that is both computationally
fast yet retains important 2-D effects involves reformulating Eq. 2 as an adjoint
problem26 and solving for the Spitzer – Harm function (χ).  The rf current density is then
computed by convolving χ with the wave-induced rf flux:

This approach is rather powerful because effects due to toroidicity (trapping), DC
electric field, pitch angle scattering, and momentum conserving corrections can all be
included in χ . Furthermore, the Spitzer – Harm function is fast to evaluate
computationally26,27 and has even been tabulated.31 Typically a 1-D (p//) approximation
is used to evaluate the wave-induced flux10,32 which again is computationally fast.  The
primary drawback with this approach is that 2-D effects in the wave damping that appear
through Γrf in Eq. 5(b) are not accounted for in the rf current density computation [Eq.
(5a)].  These effects are especially important when there is significant distortion of the
quasi-linear distribution function from a Maxwellian, as is typically the case for a broad
spectrum of LH waves.  Despite this limitation, the adjoint – ray tracing method is
widely used, most notably in LHCD modules that are run within the ACCOME MHD
equilibrium and current drive code,10 the Tokamak Simulation Code (TSC),32 and the
transport analysis code TRANSP9.

III. BENCHMARKING OF LHCD SIMULATION MODELS WITH
EXPERIMENT

Toroidal ray tracing codes have been invaluable in providing an understanding of the
so-called “spectral-gap” phenomenon4 in early LHCD experiments3 where LH waves
injected at v// / vte ≈ 5 – 10 (where the Maxwellian electron population is effectively
zero) are able to efficiently damp and drive current.  In these studies it was found that
multi-pass ray trajectories resulted in significant increases in the parallel wave-number
due to toroidal variations in the poloidal mode number.  The concomitant decrease in v//

= ω / k// was found to be sufficient to cause wave absorption near the quasi-linear
damping limit of  v// / vte ≈ 2.3 – 2.5.  A simulation4 of this physical upshift mechanism
is shown in Figs. 1(a)-1(e) for an LHCD experiment in the PLT device33 where n//(0) =
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1.33, Te(0) = 1.5 keV, and f0 = 800 MHz.  From Figs. 1(c,d,e) it is clear that as the ray
propagates, n// (and m) undergo large increases, resulting in power absorption which in
turn causes a quasi-linear plateau to be populated.  Once this elevated plateau is set up,
strong damping of the LH wave also occurs at lower n// (<2).  A variety of other k//

upshift mechanisms can also be found in the literature.  These include spectral
broadening effects due to wave scattering from density fluctuations,34,35 wave diffraction
and focusing,16 and magnetic ripple.36

FIGURE 1.  Typical  ray  trajectory for an LHCD experiment in PLT.  (a) Projection of ray trajectory in
the poloidal cross-section.  (b) Normalized radius (ρ/a) versus toroidal angle along the ray path (φ).  (c)
Poloidal mode number (m) vs. φ.  (d) Parallel refractive index (n//) vs. φ.  (e) Normalized wave amplitude
(PN) due to quasi-linear damping vs. φ.

Combined ray tracing and Fokker packages have also been successful in reproducing
the macroscopic features of LHCD experiments such as the experimentally observed
current drive figure of merit defined as ηCD = <ne(1020m-3)>I (A)R0(m)/PLH(W).  For the
example shown in Fig. 1, a 1-D (p//) Fokker Planck package4 employing the T⊥ model
described in Ref.(25) predicted 196 kA of LH current for 100 kW of injected rf power,

at neav = 3.75 × 1018 m-3, in good
a g r e e m e n t  w i t h  t h e
experiment.33  Figure 2 is a
comparison of the simulated4

and measured values of
sustained current during steady
state LHCD experiments in the
Alcator C3 7  tokamak. The
driven currents were simulated
using the combined ray tracing-
Fokker Planck package
discussed above.4 T h e
agreement between simulation
and experiment is clearly quite
good.  In these experiments the

FIGURE 2. Comparison of experimental and simulated LH
current drive (I/P) versus density for steady state LHCD
experiments in Alcator C.  Solid triangles are simulated
points and open (solid) circles are the experimental data.



plasma temperature was typically Te(0) ≈ 1.5 keV and the injected n//(0) was 1.3 – 1.4.
Thus a sizeable spectral gap also existed in these experiments.  It is also worth noting
that these experiments were performed at high density [neav = 0.3 – 1.0 × 1020 m-3] and
magnetic field [B0 = 8 – 10 T], thus requiring the use of a higher LH source frequency
(f0 = 4.6 GHz) in order to avoid parametric decay of the LH pump wave.38  Nonetheless
the combined ray tracing – Fokker Planck models work well in duplicating macroscopic
features of the experiments over a disparate parameter range in density and field.

In the results shown above, the driven LH current was generated either on-axis or
close to the plasma center.  More recently, LHCD experiments were carried out in the
PBX-M device39 in which the injected n//(0) was systematically lowered, rendering the
LH waves inaccessible to the plasma center.  The LH source frequency in these
experiments was 4.6 GHz and the density range was neav = 0.1 – 0.3 × 1020 m-3.  The
lower magnetic field (B0 = 1.53 T) and higher densities in PBX-M resulted in a higher
limit for wave accessibility (n//acc  ≈ 2.0) than in earlier experiments performed on PLT
(low density) and on Alcator C (high field). The experimentally deduced figure of merit
versus n//injected for these studies is shown in Fig. 3.  Also plotted are the corresponding
predictions for ηCD from a combined ray tracing and 2-D Fokker Planck code.23  The

LHCD simulation models have also been benchmarked against experiment at a more
microscopic level.  Fast electrons generated in LHCD experiments are characterized by
energies that are typically in the range of 100 – 300 keV.  Thus the spatial profile of
driven current density also corresponds at some level to the profile of hard X-ray (HXR)
emission from the fast current – carrying electrons.  The measured profile of HXR
emission can be influenced by various physical effects such as plasma current40 and the
spatial diffusion of fast electrons.7,20,21,28,41,42,43 An interesting set of HXR emission
measurements were made in the TORE SUPRA device during LHCD experiments at
different plasma currents.  The measured emissivity profiles from these experiments and

FIGURE 3. Comparison of experimental
and simulated LHCD figure of merit in
PBX-M versus n//injected.  Solid circles are
the experiment data and crosses are the
simulations.

agreement  between experiment and
simulation is good, especially as n//

is increased from about 2.1 to 4.0.
The figure of merit decreases as
would be expected with increasing
n// (decreasing wave phase velocity
v//).  As n// is lowered below 2.0
however, the observed and
simulated ηCD decrease even though
the incident phase velocity is
higher.  Presumably this occurs
because the injected waves become
inaccessible to the plasma core at
n// < 2.0.  Consequently, the wave
absorption is reduced as waves are
forced to damp at lower electron
temperature.



the simulated LH power deposition profiles from a combined ray tracing and 2-D
Fokker Planck calculation22,40 are shown in Figs. 4(a,b). The source frequency in these
experiments was 3.7 GHz with B0 = 3.9 T, neav = 1.3 – 4.5 × 1019 m-3, and n//(0) = 1.8.

the rf power deposition and current density profiles, which have been shown to cause an
inward diffusion of fast electrons, keeping the driven current profile monotonic.7,28,41,42

Attempts have been made to quantify fast electron diffusion effects in a number of
numerical Fokker Planck model treatments.7,20,21,28,41  One such study  utilized the ray
tracing – Fokker Planck package described in Ref. (28) to simulate LHCD experiments
in the JET tokamak.  A 2-D (p//, r) solution of Eq. (2) was performed using a collision
operator with the empirical correction for 2-D effects [(5+Zeff)/10] described in Sec. II, a
model for T⊥(p//) from Ref. (25), and a radial diffusion operator.  The fast electron
diffusivity was taken to have the form χF = χ0 (p// / γvte) with χ0 = 0.5 m2/s. This model

FIGURE 4. (a) Normalized HXR emission
profiles in TORE SUPRA (60 - 80 keV) at
different values of plasma current  [1.0 MA
(solid curve), 1.4 MA (dot-dash curve), 1.6
MA (dashed curve)].  (b)  Simulated LH
power density profiles.

Thus wave accessibility was quite good
in these experiments. Figure 4(a) clearly
shows the HXR profile broadening as the
current increases from 1.0 to 1.6 MA.
The simulated LH power deposition
profiles are roughly in agreement with
this experimental trend as the profile
peak moves radially outward as the
current increases.  A closer examination
of the LH ray trajectories in these cases
using (n//, r) phase space plots [see Fig.
11 of Ref. 40] reveals that the envelope
of wave absorption moves both outward
in radius and upward in n// as Ip is
increased.  Recalling that for a LH wave,
the toroidal variations in m are converted
to changes in k// through the poloidal
field, it can be seen that higher values of
current (and therefore Bθ) will result in
larger variations in k//.  The likely
consequence of the higher k// is a radial
outward shift in the deposition profile as
seen in Fig. 4(b).  One important point of
disagreement between simulation and
experiment is that while the simulated
deposition profiles become hollow, the
profiles of HXR emission only become
broader, remaining flat in the plasma core
(r/a ≤ 0.6).  This discrepancy could likely
be due to the absence of fast electron
diffusion effects in the computation of



for χF assumed that the diffusion of fast electrons was determined by the stochasticity of
the confining magnetic field.4 4  The simulated profiles of rf power deposition and
‘diffused” LH current density are shown in Fig. 5.  Some of the relevant parameters used
in the simulation were Te(0) = 1.5 keV, ne(0) = 1.7 × 1019 m-3, B0= 2.4 T, Ip = 0.37 MA,
f0 = 3.7 GHz, and n//(0) = 1.85.  Although the rf deposition profile is clearly hollow, the
diffused LH current density profile is monotonic and broad.  The simulated electron
distribution function was also used to compute profiles of fast electron bremsstrahlung
emission (FEB) that were measured in the experiment. The measured and simulated
profiles are shown in Figs. 6(a,b).  The best fit of the calculated to measured FEB
signals was found for χ0 = 0.5 m2/s, providing evidence that fast electron diffusion
physics was playing an important role in the JET LHCD experiments.

It is expected that fast electron diffusion will become less of a concern as one moves
to the reactor regime for several reasons.  First, the slowing down time (τS) of fast
electrons is shorter as the density increases.  Second, reduced wave accessibility at
higher density requires the use of lower phase velocity waves, resulting in the
production of lower energy electrons, which in turn take less time to thermalize.
Finally, fast electron confinement (τF) should be better in a larger device since the bulk
energy confinement time is longer.  Thus in moving from the regime of present day
experiments to reactor grade plasmas, one moves from LHCD experiments where τS ≈ τF

to the limit where τS<< τF .

FIGURE 5. Simulated LHRF power
dissipation and current density profiles,
including fast electron diffusion effects
for LHCD in JET.

FIGURE 6. Profiles of calculated and
measured hard X-ray emission during
LHCD in JET.  (a) Brightness profile.
(b) Photon temperature profile.



IV. MODEL PREDICTIONS FOR FUTURE DEVICES

As pointed out in the Introduction, the primary role of LHRF power envisioned for
next generation devices (fusion reactors) is that of off-axis current profile control.  The
ability to generate current efficiently in the plasma periphery provides a means to
maintain and control profiles of reversed magnetic shear, thus accessing regimes of
improved tokamak performance.45,46  Recently 3 MW of LHRF power was injected into
the ELMy H-mode phase of a discharge in the JET tokamak47, generating about 0.5 MA
of off-axis current and thus preventing q(min) from crossing two.  This resulted in
sustainment of the longest internal transport barrier (ITB) ever in JET (approximately 37
energy confinement times).47   Off-axis LHCD power (2.5 MW) was also used in JT60-
U in conjunction with 2.5 MW of NBI power to achieve quasi-steady state sustainment
of an ITB for 4.7 sec., with good alignment between bootstrap and non-inductive
currents.48

Given the great promise this current profile control technique holds, it is useful to
examine the predictions for LHCD in a proposed reactor design such as the ITER –
FEAT,5 using several of the models discussed in the previous section.  Parameters
typical of the ITER advanced operating regime (“ITER – FEAT”) are B0 = 5.18 T, Ip = 9
MA, R0 = 6.35m, a = 1.85 m, ne(0) = 0.7 × 1020 m-3, Te(0) = 30 keV, and Ti(0) = 32 keV.
Central current profile control is provided by 30 MW of 1.0 MeV neutral beam injection
(NBI) power and off-axis current profile control is provided by 30 MW of LHRF power
at 5.0 GHz.  The corresponding density and temperature profiles used in the predictive
simulations are shown in Figs. 7(a,b) and correspond to volume average density and
temperature values of <ne> = = 0.68 × 1020 m-3 and <Te> = 11.3 keV.

FIGURE 7. Density and temperature profiles used in predictive simulations of LHCD in ITER –
FEAT.5

The ACCOME current drive and MHD equilibrium code 10 is first used to compute
an MHD equilibrium that is consistent with the local current density source terms due to
NBCD, LHCD, and bootstrap effects.  The resulting current density profiles and profile
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of safety factor are plotted in Figs. 8(a,b).  The total non-inductive current is 7.4 MA
with 1.96 MA from NBI power, 1.16 MA from off-axis LHCD, and 4.37 MA from
bootstrap effects ( a bootstrap fraction of fbs = 0.59).  The profile of safety factor exhibits
clearly shear  reversal due to a combination of off-axis LHCD and bootstrap current with
q(0) = 3.95, q(min) = 2.36, and q(95) = 5.19.  The current drive figure of merit for the
NBCD is γNB = 0.29 (1020 A/W/m2) and the figure of merit for the LHCD is γLH = 0.17
(1020 A /W/m2).

FIGURE 8. Current drive predictions for ITER – FEAT using the ACCOME code. (a) Current densities
versus r/a. Curves are labeled as follows: Total current (black), neutral beam current (green),  bootstrap
current (blue), and LH current (red).  (b) Safety factor versus r/a.

Recall from Sec. II that the LHCD model in ACCOME employs an adjoint solution of
the Fokker Planck equation and a ray tracing module.  Also the wave-induced flux is
evaluated using a 1-D (p//) approximation [see Eqs. 5(a) and 5(b)].   It can be shown that
even for LHCD, the effects of particle trapping become more important as the deposition
layer moves beyond r/a > 0.5.  In fact for the case shown in Fig. 8(a), if particle trapping
effects are ignored in the adjoint solution of the Fokker Planck equation then the LH
current increases from 1.16 to 1.59 MA with a corresponding increase in γLH from 0.17
to 0.24 (1020 A/W/m2).

It is interesting to compare the adjoint – ray tracing prediction for LHCD from
ACCOME to the LH current predicted by the 2-D (p//, p⊥) code CQL3D.20 The
comparison is done by passing the final MHD equilibrium from the ACCOME code to
CQL3D, where a ray tracing – 2-D Fokker Planck iteration is carried out.  The computed
LH current density profile is shown in Fig. 9.  The integrated current is 1.6 MA and the
corresponding figure of merit is γLH = 0.24 (1020 A/W/m2).  The discrepancy between
the adjoint method (ACCOME prediction) and CQL3D is significant and deserves
discussion, especially in view of the fact that both calculations include particle trapping
effects.  A closer examination of the two simulations reveals that the reason for the
lower current predicted by  the adjoint – ray tracing method is related to the use of a 1-D
(p//) damping model4 for the wave-induced rf flux in Eqs. 5(a) and 5(b).  Other aspects
of the calculations are in fact identical.  For example, LH ray trajectories computed by
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the ray tracing module in CQL3D are found to be identical to the ray paths in an (x, k)
phase space computed by the ACCOME ray tracing module.4   

It also instructive to examine the predictions of two other LH simulation models for
the ITER – FEAT equilibrium computed by ACCOME [see Figs. 10(a,b)].  The first
code prediction (shown in blue) is from the 2-D (p⊥, p//) Fokker Planck code
DELPHINE22 and the second prediction is from the 1-D (p//) Fokker Planck ray tracing
package FRTC.29,30  Recall that although FRTC is 1-D, the collision operator has been
corrected to include 2-D effects as discussed in Section II.  Both DELPHINE and FRTC
were run in modes where particle trapping was ignored for these simulations.  The RF
power deposition profiles for all three codes (ACCOME, FRTC, and DELPHINE) are
shown in Fig. 10(a).  The deposition profiles from FRTC and DELPHINE tend to be

FIGURE 10. LHCD predictions for ITER – FEAT from three different simulation models.  (a) Profiles of
LHRF deposition versus minor radius.  (b) Profiles of LH current density versus minor radius.  ACCOME
predictions are shown as green curves and are denoted by “ACCM”,  DELPHINE predictions are shown
as blue curves and are denoted by “DLPHN”,  FRTC predictions are shown as red curves and are denoted
by “FTRC”.  Code comparisons were done using only the forward injected LH power (26 MW).

more centrally peaked and narrower than the computed RF absorption from ACCOME.
In fact the deposition profile from ACCOME has a secondary peak at about r = 1.45 m.

FIGURE 9. LHCD prediction for ITER
– FEAT using the CLQ3D  Fokker
Planck code.



The corresponding current density profiles are shown in Fig. 10(b).  The current density
profile from ACCOME tends to be peaked farther out in radius because of the secondary
peak in the RF deposition profile.  While the FRTC and DELPHINE predictions for
driven LH current agree with each other (2MA), they are both higher than the LH
current predicted by CQL3D (1.6 MA).  This discrepancy is presumably due to the fact
that particle trapping was not included in the FRTC and DELPHINE simulations, which
would reduce the driven LH current.  Thus a careful comparison of four model
predictions for LH current profile control in ITER – FEAT leads to the conclusion that
the CQL3D result is the most realistic answer since this computation was done in 2-D
(p⊥, p//) and included the effects of particle trapping.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, the status of LHCD simulation and modeling is such that detailed
comparisons between simulation and experiment are possible at both the macroscopic
and microscopic levels.  Several different simulation approaches are available with the
2-D velocity space Fokker Planck models providing the most complete description of
the current drive physics including effects due to particle trapping, momentum
conserving corrections to the collision operator, and pitch angle scattering of fast
electrons.  It was argued that adjoint solution methods are powerful so long as an
accurate estimate of the wave-induced rf flux is available.  Also 1-D velocity space
methods were shown to be useful owing to their minimal computational requirements
and so long as the collision operators are corrected for 2-D effects.  With the advent of
massively parallel computing platforms, 2-D and 3-D (p⊥, p//, r) Fokker Planck solutions
are fast becoming routine and should now be possible to carry out within closed
computation loops with transport codes and MHD solvers.  The most detailed
benchmarking between LHCD simulation models and experiment has typically been
done at the level of comparing computed and measured profiles of hard X-ray emission
and fast electron bremsstrahlung.  Lower hybrid current drive is envisioned as an off-
axis current profile control tool in fusion reactor applications.  In view of this fact, it will
be necessary both in present day and future LHCD experiments to make more direct
comparisons between computed LH current density profiles and the experimentally
measured profiles from motional Stark effect (MSE), for example.  Finally, the
predictions of driven LH current for reactor devices such as ITER – FEAT using the
most advanced ray tracing – Fokker Planck simulation models available are extremely
encouraging.  About 1.6 MA of current is predicted to be generated at r/a ≥ 0.6 using 30
MW of injected LH source power, for a current drive figure of merit of γLH = 0.24 (1020

A/W/m2).  Furthermore, the local LH current densities [see Figs. 8 and 9] should be
sufficient to control the point of shear reversal and maintain profiles of negative
magnetic shear in advanced tokamak operating regimes.
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